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Chapter 1
Attosecond Dynamics in Liquids
H. J. Wörner, A. Schild, D. Jelovina, I. Jordan, C. Perry, T. T. Luu, Z. Yin
Abstract Attosecond science is well developed for atoms and promising results
have been obtained for molecules and solids. Here, we review the first steps in de-
veloping attosecond time-resolved measurements in liquids. These advances provide
access to time-domain studies of electronic dynamics in the natural environment
of chemical reactions and biological processes. We concentrate on two techniques
that are representative of the two main branches of attosecond science: pump-probe
measurements using attosecond pulses and high-harmonic spectroscopy (HHS). In
the first part, we discuss attosecond photoelectron spectroscopy with cylindrical mi-
crojets and its application to measure time delays between liquid and gaseous water.
We present the experimental techniques, the new data-analysis methods and the ex-
perimental results. We describe in detail the conceptual and theoretical framework
required to fully describe attosecond chronoscopy in liquids at a quantum-mechanical
level. This includes photoionization delays, scattering delays, as well as a coherent
description of electron transport and (laser-assisted) photoemission and scattering.
As a consequence, we show that attosecond chronoscopy of liquids is, in general,
sensitive to both types of delays, as well as the electron mean-free paths. Through
detailed modeling, involving state-of-the-art quantum scattering and Monte-Carlo
trajectory methods, we show that the photoionization delays dominate in attosec-
ond chronoscopy of liquid water at photon energies of 20-30 eV. This conclusion
is supported by a near-quantitative agreement between experiment and theory. In
the second part, we introduce HHS of liquids based on flat microjets. These results
represent the first observation of high-harmonic generation (HHG) in liquids ex-
tending well beyond the visible into the extreme-ultraviolet regime. We show that
the cut-off energy scales almost linearly with the peak electric field of the driver
and that the yield of all harmonics scales non-perturbatively. We also discuss the
ellipticity dependence of the liquid-phase harmonics, which is systematically broad-
ened compared to the gas phase. We introduce a strongly-driven few-band model
as a zero-order approximation of HHG in liquids and demonstrate the sensitivity of
HHG to the electronic structure of liquids. Finally, we discuss future possibilities for
modelling liquid-phase HHG, building on the methods introduced in the first part of
this chapter. In the conclusion, we present an outlook on future studies of attosecond
dynamics in liquids.
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1.1 Introduction
Attosecond science has the potential to address fundamental open questions in chem-
ical and physical sciences. By directly accessing the electronic dynamics of matter on
a time scale that naturally freezes any structural dynamics, attosecond spectroscopy
targets the most fundamental electronic processes that define the properties of mat-
ter. The methods of attosecond science have been well established and most broadly
demonstrated on atoms [1–4]. Very promising results have also been obtained on
molecules [5–9] and solids [10–14]. The field of attosecond molecular dynamics has
recently been reviewed in Ref. [15].
Attosecond dynamics in liquids have so far not been accessible to time-resolved
experiments. However, they are expected to play a particularly important role in
chemical and biological processes that dominantly take place in the liquid phase.
The primary processes underlying charge and energy transfer in the liquid phase
take place on few-femtosecond to attosecond time scales [16] and have eluded direct
experimental access to date. These processes include e.g. the ionization of liquid
water, electron scattering during its transport through the liquid phase, as well as
intermolecular Coulombic decay (ICD) [17] and electron-transfer-mediated decay
(ETMD) [18], to name only a few examples.
Among these, the ionization of liquid water plays a particularly important role
since it initiates the dominant pathway of radiation damage in living matter (see Ref.
[19] for a recent review). The ionization of liquid water is inherently an attosecond
process and therefore offers a target of primary relevance for attosecond science.
However, the primary ionization event itself is not the only attosecond process
involved in the ionization of liquid water. The subsequent electron scattering during
its transport through the liquid phase also takes place on a sub-femtosecond time
scale. It controls the energy deposition during electron scattering and thereby the
chemistry initiated by ionizing radiation in liquid water. Important new insights into
the early femtosecond time scale of water ionization have very recently been obtained
using both one-photon ionization [20] and strong-field ionization [21].
In this book chapter, we discuss two recently demonstrated experimental ap-
proaches to attosecond science in the liquid phase: attosecond photoelectron spec-
troscopy [22] and high-harmonic spectroscopy [23]. We present the experimental
methodology and discuss the first experimental results, along with the developed
conceptual framework and the related theoretical methods.
In the first part, we describe the principles and methods of attosecond photo-
electron spectroscopy of liquids [22]. This technique has been applied to measure
the time delay between photoemission from liquid and gaseous water. Photoion-
ization delays from isolated molecules in the gas phase have only recently been
measured [9]. These measurements have been interpreted through the development
of a general theoretical and computational methodology [24]. Here, we use photoe-
mission from gaseous water molecules as a reference against which photoemission
from liquid water is clocked.We find that photoemission from liquid water is delayed
by ∼50-70 attoseconds compared to photoemission from isolated water molecules
at photon energies of ∼20-30 eV. We show through detailed modelling that includes
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quantum-scattering calculations on water clusters of variable size, as well as Monte-
Carlo trajectory simulations benchmarked against the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation, that the measured delays are dominated by the local solvation structure
in liquid water. Electron scattering during transport, in contrast, makes a negligible
contribution to the measured delays.
In the second part, we describe the experimental methods and first results on
non-perturbative high-harmonic generation in liquids [23]. This recent discovery
represented a paradigm change in attosecond science because a series of previous
experimental works on water droplets [25–27] concluded that high-harmonic gen-
eration was impossible at the natural density of liquid water. Previous observations
of harmonic generation from liquids were indeed limited to low-order harmonics in
the visible range [28] and to the coherent-wake-emission regime [29], where high-
harmonic generation takes place in a plasma created by the ultra-intense laser pulse
(peak intensity > 1018 W/cm2) rather than in the original target. The main observa-
tions from our work [23] are a linear scaling of the cut-off energy with the electric
field, a pronounced sensitivity of the observed spectra on the electronic structure
of the liquids and a broadened ellipticity dependence of the high-harmonic yield
compared to gas-phase HHG. High-harmonic spectroscopy of liquids offers a com-
plementary and remarkably different approach to the same fundamental problems
discussed above. It provides access to the attosecond dynamics of the ionization
step. It is sensitive to the dynamics of electron transport through the liquid phase,
and thereby to electron scattering dynamics. Finally, it might also be sensitive to the
spatial shape of the created electron hole through the recombination step. Liquid-
phase high-harmonic spectroscopy therefore offers several promising prospects for
exploring the electronic structure and dynamics of liquids, solutes and solvents.
In the outlook that concludes this book chapter, we discuss possible future avenues
of attosecond science in liquids. These include time-resolved studies of ICD and
ETMD, which are the prototype elementary processes of charge and energy transfer
in living matter, but have unknown time scales.
1.2 Attosecond photoelectron spectroscopy of liquid water
The most direct way to probe electron dynamics in liquid water is to perform a
time-resolved measurement on the attosecond time scale. For this purpose, we have
chosen attosecond photoelectron spectroscopy. It consists in creating freely moving
electrons in the conduction band of liquidwater through ionizationwith an attosecond
pulse and probing their dynamics through interaction with a temporally delayed near-
infrared (NIR) pulse before detecting them through photoelectron spectroscopy.
For the first experiment, described herein, we have used attosecond interferometry,
which combines an extreme ultraviolet (XUV) attosecond pulse train (APT) with a
femtosecond NIR laser pulse (see Fig. 1.1). This method has previously been applied
to measure photoionization delays in atoms [3] and molecules [9]. The particular
advantage of attosecond interferometry over e.g. attosecond streaking is the high
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spectral resolution that is achieved [30], in addition to the high temporal resolution
that is common to both methods. Whereas the spectral resolution in attosecond
streaking is limited by the temporal duration of the attosecond pulse through the
time-bandwidth product, the spectral resolution in attosecond interferometry is not.
Instead, the resolution is limited by the spectral width of the individual harmonic
orders,which are limited by the length of theAPTand its chirp over the (femtosecond)
time scale of the APT. The high spectral resolution is a crucial aspect of the present
experiments because it enables the spectral distinction of photoelectrons originating
from the gas and liquid phases. These give rise, respectively, to the narrow and broad
spectral features illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
Experiments based on attosecond interferometry or attosecond streaking directly
measure time delays in photoionization, but all suchmeasurements are inherently rel-
ative at present. It is therefore essential to identify a suitable reference against which
these delays can be measured. In the present experiment, we turn the presence of the
evaporating gas-phase molecules, usually perceived as a nuisance in liquid-microjet
photoelectron spectroscopy, into an advantage. By measuring photoionization time
delays of liquid water relative to those of isolated water molecules, we eliminate
the ”trivial” single-molecule contributions to the photoionization delays. The word
”trivial” is consciously put in quotation marks because the measurement and inter-
pretation of molecular photoionization delays is itself a highly active and intriguing
area of research [9, 24, 31–33]. However, the goal of the present work goes much
beyond this, by aiming at identifying the specific contributions of the liquid phase
to the attosecond photoemission delays. These include two types of effects, i.e. the
modification of the electronic structure and therefore the scattering potential of an
isolated water molecule caused by solvation, as well as electron scattering dynamics
during its transport through the liquid phase.
In the following sections, we discuss the experimental techniques, which include
the realization of liquid-phase attosecond interferometry and the methods devel-
oped to retrieve photoionization delays from overlapping photoelectron spectra. We
also discuss in detail the novel theoretical methods, which comprise the integra-
tion of laser-assisted scattering in the formalism of attosecond interferometry, the
development of a general three-dimensional Monte-Carlo code for simulating such
experiments and the identification of condensation effects on the photoionization
delays from water clusters. This extensive development of experimental and theo-
retical methods has culminated in the quantitative interpretation of the measured
photoemission time delays of liquid water.
1.2.1 Experimental methods and results
The experimental setup consists of an attosecond beamline delivering XUV APTs
and a femtosecond NIR pulse, a liquid microjet delivering a micrometer-thin stream
of liquid into a high-vacuum chamber, and a photoelectron spectrometer. In this
work, we have used the attosecond beamline described in [34], which uses nested
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Fig. 1.1 Attosecond time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy of liquid water. A spectrally
filtered attosecond pulse train, composed of a few high-harmonic orders (H(q−1),H(q+1), etc.) su-
perimposed with a near-infrared femtosecond laser pulse interacts with a microjet of liquid water.
Photoelectrons are simultaneously emitted from the liquid and the surrounding gas phase. The re-
sulting photoelectron spectra are measured as a function of the time delay between the overlapping
pulses. Adapted from Ref. [22].
white-light and monochromatic interferometers to actively stabilize the time delay
between NIR and XUV pulses to extreme accuracy. High-harmonic generation from
a NIR laser pulse centered at 800 nm in an argon gas cell is used to generate the
APT. The created APT is spectrally filtered by thin metallic foils to reduce its spectral
bandwidth and thereby the spectral overlap in the photoelectron spectra. Specifically,
we have used Sn filters to isolate the harmonic orders 11, 13 and 15, or Ti filters
to isolate the harmonic orders 17, 19 and 21. A particular advantage of these metal
filters is their sharp spectral truncation at the high-energy side of the spectrum, which
makes the remaining spectral overlap manageable (see Fig. 1.2). The liquid microjet
is formed by expanding high-purity liquid water (with the addition of NaCl to a
concentration of 50 mM) through a ∼20 µm inner-diameter capillary with a high-
performance liquid-chromatography pump. The photoelectron spectrometer is a 1-m
long magnetic-bottle time-of-flight spectrometer previously described in Ref. [35].
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 1.2, where the left (right) columns
show the data acquired with the Sn (Ti) filter. Correspondingly, the data on the
left-hand side is mainly composed of photoelectron spectra generated by H13 and
H15, whereas the data on the right-hand side mainly originates from H19 and H21.
These data have been analyzed through a principal-component analysis (PCA) based
on photoelectron spectra of gaseous and liquid water that were measured with a
monochromatized high-harmonic light source [36] and the same photoelectron spec-
trometer [35]. This PCA provides a unique decomposition of the measured spectra
into its constituents. The panels a) in Fig. 1.2 show photoelectron spectra acquired
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Fig. 1.2 Attosecond photoelectron spectra of liquid and gaseous water. Data acquired with a
Sn-filtered APT (left) or a Ti-filtered APT (right). a) Photoelectron spectra in the absence (blue) and
presence (orange) of the IR field with their principal-component fit (full lines) and decomposition
(filled curves). b) Difference spectra (circles), principle-component fit (line) and decomposition
(filled curves) into side bands (orange) and depletion (blue). c) Difference spectra as a function of
the APT-IR time delay. d) Fourier-transform power spectrum of c. e) Amplitude and phase of the
2ω component of the Fourier transform. Adapted from Ref. [22].
with the XUV APT only (blue) or with XUV-APT and NIR pulses (orange). The
panels b) show the difference spectra, obtained by subtracting the XUV-only spectra
from the XUV+NIR spectra. In the panels a) and b) the circles represent the exper-
imental data and the full lines the PCA fit. The contributing principal components
are shown as filled areas, whereby the XUV-only contributions are shown in blue
and the side-band contributions are shown in orange. The perfect agreement between
the PCA fit and the experimental data shows that the measured spectra have been
successfully decomposed into the contributing photoelectron spectra from liquid and
gaseous water of the relevant high-harmonic orders.
The panels c) show the difference spectra (from panels b) as a function of the
time delay between the overlapping XUV-APT and NIR pulses. Positive signals (in
orange) are dominated by side-band contributions and negative signals (in blue) are
dominated by the depletion of the XUV-APT photoelectron spectra. The Fourier
transform of the data in panels c) along the time-delay axis is shown in panels d)
and the phase and amplitude of the Fourier transform, integrated over the dominant
2ω frequency component is shown in panels e). These complex-valued Fourier
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transforms have been analyzed within the PCA with minimal assumptions, i.e. the
entire photoelectron bands corresponding to the highest-occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) of the gas or liquid contributions are assigned a characteristic phase (φgas
or φliq). This minimal assumption is sufficient to reproduce the complete electron-
kinetic-energy-dependent complex-valued Fourier transforms, as illustrated in panels
e. As a consequence, it is possible to determine the photoemission time delays
between the HOMO bands of the liquid and gas phases:
∆τ = τliq − τgas =
φliq − φgas
2ω
. (1.1)
We find τliq− τgas = 69±20 as at a photon energy of 21.7 eV (SB14) and τliq− τgas =
48 ± 16 as at a photon energy of 31.0 eV (SB20).
In addition to robust delays, the PCA also enables the determination of reliable
modulation depths of the side-band intensities. This additional observable of attosec-
ond interferometry has received very little attention to date. In an idealized situation
where the amplitude of the two-photon-ionization pathways leading to the same side-
band state have the same amplitude, the modulation contrast will be 100 %. The ex-
perimentally observed modulation contrast will in general be smaller than 100 % for
various possible reasons. In the gas phase, these include i) different amplitudes of the
two-photon-ionization pathways, ii) contributions of several two-photon-ionization
pathways that do not interfere, e.g. because they correspond to different initial eigen-
states of they leave the system in different final states, iii) contribution of ionization
channels (e.g. emission angle or target orientation) corresponding to different time
delays, iv) fluctuations in XUV-IR path-length difference, etc. In condensed-phase
attosecond interferometry, additional effects include v) contributions from differ-
ent local environments around the photoionized entity and vi) decoherence of the
photoelectron wave packet during transport through the condensed phase.
Given the many possible contributions to a finite modulation contrast, it is thus
important to find a meaningful reference. In the present case, the best reference
is our previously published measurement of molecular photoionization delays in
water vapor [9], which was carried out with the same apparatus, under the same
experimental conditions as the liquid-phase experiments. This experiment revealed
a modulation contrast of HOMO SB14 indistinguishable from 100 % within the
experimental signal-to-noise ratio (see Fig. 4.3 in [37]).
Using the PCA discussed above, we have determined a relative modulation depth
of the liquid- compared to the gas-phase signal Mr = Mliq/Mgas of 0.17 ± 0.03 at
a photon energy of 21.7 eV and 0.45 ± 0.06 at a photon energy of 31.0 eV. The
determination of relative modulation depths has the advantage that it eliminates the
contributions i)-iv), at least as far as single-molecule contributions and the exper-
imental imperfections are concerned. Since a deviation from a perfect modulation
contrast was not observable in water vapor [37], the finite modulation depths re-
ported above can mainly be attributed to the effects v) and vi). As further discussed
in Section 1.2.3, contribution v) is significant and contribution vi) might also be
important.
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1.2.2 Concepts and theoretical methods
In this section, a detailed theoretical treatment of attosecond photoelectron spec-
troscopy (APES) in liquids is given. Although a significant amount of work on APES
of solids has previously been published (see e.g. [38–41]), a comprehensive treatment
that includes both photoionization delays and scattering delays has been missing un-
til our recent work [42]. Motivated by experimental results [10–12, 43–46], most
previous theoretical treatments were designed to describe experiments on metallic
samples. The description of APES in liquids fundamentally differs from the situ-
ation encountered in metals. This is due to the different penetration depths of the
XUV and NIR fields. Whereas the XUV fields penetrate more deeply into metals
than the NIR, the situation is reversed in liquids, which are practically transparent
to the NIR radiation. Since the temporal information originates from the interaction
of the XUV-induced photoelectron wave packet with the NIR radiation, APES on
metals is mainly sensitive to the transport time of the photoelectron wave packet
from the point of ionization to the metal-vacuum interface. In APES of liquids, the
situation is reversed and the NIR field is present throughout the medium. Therefore
APES in liquid is sensitive to other aspects of attosecond photoionization dynamics.
The following sections present a detailed conceptual and theoretical analysis of this
situation.
1.2.2.1 Time delays in photoionization and scattering
Time delays in quantum scattering were first analyzed byWigner and Smith [47,48].
They studied conventional scattering events, corresponding to the collision of two
particles. Photoionization can be understood as a half collision and can be described
with a very similar quantum-mechanical formalism. Consequently, it is not surprising
that photoionization delays are closely related to scattering delays, both conceptually
and in terms of their magnitudes [41, 49].
Both scattering and photoionization delays typically lie in the attosecond domain.
They have therefore become accessible in the time domain only recently [3, 50].
Attosecond science has so far focused on the measurement of time delays in pho-
toionization because they are directly accessible to APES. As a consequence, time
delays in (conventional) scattering, i.e. full collisions have so far not been discussed.
Here, we show that they can play a significant role in condensed-phase APES. More
importantly, we show that laser-assisted electron scattering is a general phenomenon
that needs to be included into a comprehensive treatment of condensed-phase APES.
We initiate our discussion with a classical analysis that provides a transparent
basic understanding of the problem. Figure 1.3 illustrates the definition of these
classical delays. It is easy to understand that an attractive (repulsive) potential results
in a negative (positive) delay because the particle is locally accelerated (decelerated)
compared to the potential-free propagation before returning to the same asymptotic
velocity. As a consequence the time required to cover the same horizontal distance is
smaller (larger) compared to potential-free propagation, which results in a negative
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Fig. 1.3 Time delays in photoionization and scattering in the classical limit. The time delays
are defined as the differences in the arrival times of the classical particles that have propagated
through different potentials with that of a ”reference” particle propagating through potential-free
space with the same final (asymptotic) velocity.
(positive) delay, as illustrated. In these classical considerations, it is also easy to
understand that such classical scattering delays are additive. As long as the potentials
do not overlap, the delay contributed by a particular potential is only a property of
the local potential and does not depend on the previous trajectory of the particle.
The same considerations hold true for a classical treatment of photoionization
delays. This situation is illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 1.3. The classical definition
of a photoionization delay corresponds to a situation where the particle starts from
the bottom of an attractive potential with a finite velocity. This velocity must be
chosen such that the final (asymptotic) velocity of the particle is the same as for the
reference particle. This classical photoionization delay will be negative for the same
reason as the classical scattering delay for an attractive potential is negative. The
classical photoionization delay is equal to half of the classical scattering delay for
the same potential.
Continuing on this analogy, it is easy to show that the total classical delay for
one photoionization and one scattering event is simply the sum of the two classical
delays, as long as the potentials do not overlap. This situation is illustrated at the
bottom of Fig. 1.3.
1.2.2.2 Non-local attosecond interferometry in one dimension
The translation of the results from the previous section to observables of attosecond
spectroscopy requires at least two modifications. First, electrons are not classical
objects and should therefore be described quantum-mechanically. When this is not
possible, the classical approximation has to be justified, as we further discuss be-
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low. Second, the situation analyzed in classical terms in the previous section would
correspond to a time-of-flight measurement with attosecond resolution, which is
impractical. Instead, attosecond spectroscopy measures such time delays through
two-color photoionization. Whereas the relation of photoionization delays measured
with such techniques with the (quantum-mechanical) Wigner delays has been es-
tablished [41, 49], the treatment of full-scattering events itself and full-scattering in
combination with photoionization has only been addressed in our recent publica-
tion [42].
In this section, we present a complete quantum-mechanical analysis of attosecond
time delays caused by photoionization and scattering as measured by attosecond in-
terferometry. We note that these results are not specific to attosecond interferometry,
but also apply to attosecond streaking, which will be the subject of future publi-
cations. Starting from the numerical solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation, we show that the obtained delays remarkably deviate from the classi-
cal expectation. Building on analytical descriptions of laser-assisted photoemission
(LAPE) and laser-assisted electron scattering (LAES), we develop a complete ana-
lytical description of the quantum-mechanical problem at hand. This has led to the
discovery of a novel phenomenon that we call ”non-local” attosecond interferome-
try. In contrast to the traditional understanding of attosecond interferometry, where
the interaction of the photoelectron wave packet with the XUV and NIR radiation
takes place in a common spatial volume, the non-local pathways involve interac-
tions at spatially separated regions. Specifically, the XUV absorption is localized
to the position of the initially bound electronic wave function, whereas the NIR
interaction takes place at the position where scattering occurs. These ”non-local”
XUV/NIR interactions lead to the interesting result that the total delays measured
in the presence of photoionization and scattering are, in general, sensitive to both
photoionization and scattering delays, and to the distances travelled between XUV
and NIR interactions, i.e. to the mean-free paths of electron scattering.
We solve the one-electron time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) in one
dimension using amodel potential consisting of an attractive and a repulsive potential
well (see Fig. 1.4). Details of this calculation are given in Ref. [42]. The system is
initiated in the lowest bound electronic state of the attractive potential. The TDSE
is solved in the presence of an XUV field consisting of two harmonic orders (Hq−1
and Hq+1) and a NIR field. The photoelectron spectrum is calculated by projecting
the total wave function at the end of the propagation onto the continuum eigenstates
of the model system. This gives rise to a photoelectron spectrum as shown on the
bottom left of Fig. 1.4. The calculated photoelectron spectra reveal an oscillation of
the intensity of SBq as a function of the delay δ between the XUV and NIR pulses. In
the calculation we actually vary the carrier-envelope phase of the NIR pulse instead
of varying the time delay δ. This is equivalent for the present purpose but avoids
unwanted effects caused by the envelope functions of the two fields. The temporal
shift of the SBq maximum with respect to δ = 0 defines the measured time delay τ.
Solving the TDSE under the described conditions for different separations x0
between the attractive and repulsive potentials provides the result shown in the
bottom-right part of Fig. 1.4. The total delay displays an oscillatory dependence
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Fig. 1.4 Time delays in photoionization and scattering as measured by attosecond interfer-
ometry. This figure shows (schematically) the employed XUV and NIR fields (top left), the used
model potential (top right), the calculated photoelectron spectrum as a function of the time delay
δ and the calculated delay τ as a function of the separation x0 between the attractive and repulsive
potentials.
on x0. This is in remarkable contrast to the naive classical expectation discussed in
the previous section. For our model system, the photoionization delays amounts to
-44 as, as indicated by the red dashed line, and the scattering delay to +21 as. Within
our classical considerations this would lead to a total delay of -23 as, independent
of x0 as indicated by the dashed green line. The result of the TDSE (green circles)
departs markedly from this classical prediction. The calculated delay τ is found to
oscillate around the value of the photoionization delay with a maximal amplitude
given by the scattering delay. More precisely, the total delay τ can be expressed as a
sum of the photoionization delay τPI and a non-local delay τnl,
τ = τPI + τnl, (1.2)
where τnl oscillates with the distance x0.
This result significantly contrasts with the previous understanding of attosecond
interferometry on isolated particles, where only local XUV and NIR interactions are
important. In such a framework, the observed oscillations cannot be explained. They
could, however, be quantitatively explained in Ref. [42] by developing an analytical
formalism that includes both local and non-local pathways.
Figure 1.5 shows the relevant paths that an electron can take so that it ends
up in the sideband q. The paths L1 and L2 are “local” paths that are the basis of
APES in gas-phase molecules, the paths L3 and L4 are paths where interaction with
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Fig. 1.5 Schematic depiction of the four “local” (L1, L2, L3, L4) and the two “non-local” paths
contributing mainly to the attosecond interference signal if one scattering event is possible after
ionization.
the assisting IR field is still at the ionization site but the outgoing electron wave
packet undergoes scattering, and NL1 and NL4 are “non-local” paths where photon
exchange happens at the scattering center. In words, those paths are:
• L1: Absorption of an XUV photon of frequency (q − 1)ω and absorption of one
IR photon at the ionization site,
• L2: absorption of an XUV photon of frequency (q + 1)ω and emission of one IR
photon at the ionization site,
• L3: absorption of an XUV photon of frequency (q − 1)ω and absorption of one
IR photon at the ionization site, and scattering at the perturber without photon
exchange,
• L4: absorption of an XUV photon of frequency (q + 1)ω and emission of one
IR photon at the ionization site, and scattering at the perturber without photon
exchange,
• NL1: absorption of an XUV photon of frequency (q − 1)ω at the ionization site
and absorption of one IR photon at the perturber, and
• NL2: Absorption of an XUV photon of frequency (q + 1)ω at the ionization site
and emission of one IR photon at the perturber.
While L1 and L2 are the two paths that explain APES for gas-phase molecules, all
six paths are needed reproduce the delay of Fig. 1.4. Each of these paths contributes
to the second-order amplitude (i.e., the amplitude for two-photon transitions) f , i.e.,
f = fL1 + fL2 + fL3 + fL4 + fNL1 + fNL2, (1.3)
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and the sideband intensity is then I ∝ | f |2. The amplitudes are
fL1 = F
q−1
q e
ikq x0 (1.4)
fL2 = F
q+1
q e
ikq x0 (1.5)
fL3 = F
q−1
q e
ikq x0 f qq (1.6)
fL4 = F
q+1
q e
ikq x0 f qq (1.7)
fNL1 = F
q−1
q−1 e
ikq−1x0 f q−1q (1.8)
fNL2 = F
q+1
q+1 e
ikq+1x0 f q+1q . (1.9)
Here, Fmn indicates the amplitude of transition from state m to state n at the pho-
toionization site and f mn indicates the amplitude of transition from state m to state
n at the perturber. An additional phase factor is due to propagation to the scattering
site with momentum kq (for L1, L2, L3, and L4), with momentum kq−1 (NL1), or
with momentum kq+1 (NL2).
Numerical values for the amplitudes Fmn and f mn can be obtained within what is
known as strong-field approximation, soft-photon approximation, or Kroll-Watson
theory, and which is referred to as laser-assisted photoelectric effect (LAPE) and
laser-assisted electron scattering (LAES), respectively [51–53]. For LAPE, it is
assumed that the initial state is a bound state, the final state is that of a laser-dressed
free electron in the IR field, the ionizing XUV pulse can be treated as perturbation,
and the IR field is approximately a continuous wave. Similar approximations are
made for LAES, with the initial and final states being laser-dressed states of the free
electron in the IR field and the scattering potential is the perturbation. These theories
provide the amplitudes
Fq+nq = e
in( pi2 +ω∆t)Jn
(
kqFIR0
ω2
)
f PIq+n (1.10)
f q+nq = e
in( pi2 +ω∆t)Jn
(
(kq − kq−n)FIR0
ω2
)
f ESq+n,q (1.11)
where FIR0 is the maximum field strength of the IR pulse, f
PI
q+n is the field-free
photoionization amplitude, and f ESq+n,q is the field-free elastic scattering amplitude.
Jn are the Bessel function of the first kind.
The side band intensity in this multi-path model is calculated as
I ∝ | f |2 = A cos (2ω(∆t + τPI + τnl)) , (1.12)
where the photoionization delay is given by the phase differences of the LAPE
amplitudes,
τPI =
arg(Fq+1q ) − arg(Fq−1q )
2ω
. (1.13)
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With some algebra, the non-local delay can be approximated as
τnl ≈ 1
ω
Anl
Al
sin
(
1
2
(
k+xs + φ+
) ) × sin (1
2
(k−xs + φ−)
)
, (1.14)
where Al and Anl correspond to the (approximately equal) amplitudes of the processes
where absorption or emission of the IR photon happens during photoionization and
during scattering, respectively, i.e.,
Al ≈ | fL1 + fL3 | ≈ | fL2 + fL4 | (1.15)
Anl ≈ | fNL1 | ≈ | fNL2 |, (1.16)
and the phase shifts of the two sine functions are1
φ+ = arg( f q+1q ) − arg( f q−1q ) (1.17)
φ− = arg( f q+1q ) − 2 arg(1 + f qq ) + arg( f q−1q ). (1.18)
The period of oscillation with xs is characterized by the two wave numbers
k+ = kq+1 − kq−1 (1.19)
k− = kq+1 − 2kq + kq−1. (1.20)
Clearly, the non-local delay (1.14) exhibits a beat pattern, i.e., an interference of two
waves with slightly different oscillation frequencies. In this case, the two frequencies
giving rise to the beat pattern are kq+1 − kq and kq − kq−1, whose sum is k+ (the
fast oscillation with xs) and whose difference is k− (the slow oscillation with xs). We
also note due to the phase shifts the non-local delay starts close to its maximum and
the oscillation is cosine-like.
The first step in translating these results from a one-dimensional model system
to the condensed phase consists of including the effect of path-length distributions.
The distance travelled by an electron between photoionization and the first collision
or between two collisions is, in general, a distributed quantity, the average of which
is defined as the mean-free path. For simplicity, we first consider only one scattering
event andwe assume an exponential distribution of path lengths, which is the standard
assumption in condensed-phase electron-transport simulations (see, e.g. Ref. [19]).
Figure 1.6 shows the effect of the path-length distribution on the calculated delay.
The top panel shows the results obtained when the distance between photoionization
and scattering has a fixed value x0, whereas the bottom panel shows the case where
the distance is a distributed quantity following an exponential distribution, as a
function of the average path-length MFP. We find that the oscillatory behavior from
the fixed-distance case is turned into a monotonic decay from τphotoion + τscatt to
τphotoion. This result has an intuitive explanation. When the MFP is long, specifically
MFP≥ L, where L was defined above, the contribution of scattering cancels because
1 The 1 in 1 + f qq comes from combination of the paths L1 and L3 or L2 and L4.
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Fig. 1.6 Effect of path-length distribution. The top panel illustrates the case of a fixed distance
x0 between photoionization and scattering, whereas the bottom panel represents the case where the
path lengths follow an exponential distribution. In the bottom panel, the delay is given as a function
of the average path length (MFP).
of the oscillatory nature of the delay dependence on the path length. WhenMFP L
the delays behave additively, i.e. the classical situation is recovered.
In a second step, we now include the treatment of multiple collisions. Figure 1.7
shows the results obtained for n = 1−4 collisions. In the case of fixed distances (full
lines), the total delay can expressed as
τnl ≈ τsca
n∑
j=1
cos(nkxs), (1.21)
where τscatt is the scattering delay. Thus, at x0 = 0, the non-local delay is ca.
τphotoion + nτscatt. In the case of distributed path lengths (dashed lines)
These results are in line with the same intuitive explanation given above. For long
MFPs the contribution of scattering vanishes, such that the calculated delay is equal
to the photoionization delay. For very short MFPs ( L), the delays again behave
additively, i.e. the classical limit is reached.
1.2.2.3 Scattering delays and differential scattering cross sections of water
The previous section has established the conceptual foundations of attosecond inter-
ferometry in condensed matter on the basis of simple model potentials. The purpose
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Fig. 1.7 Effect of multiple collisions. Calculated delay for the case of a finite number of collisions
separated by fixed distances x0 (full lines) or path lengths that follow an exponential distribution of
average x0 (dashed lines).
of this section is to present the results of state-of-the-art quantum scattering calcu-
lations on water clusters as a computationally tractable model of liquid water.
Beginning with an isolated water molecule, we calculate the complex scattering
factor for the fully elastic scattering process of a free electron with a water molecule
in its rovibronic ground state. In our calculations, we use orientational averaging
of the scattering target. As a consequence, the scattering problem has cylindrical
symmetry, such that the scattering factor f (θ, E) depends only on the polar angle θ
(see Fig. 1.8) and the electron kinetic energy E . This scattering factor defines both
the differential scattering cross section (DCS) dσdΩ and the scattering delay τscatt as
defined in Fig. 1.8.
TheDCS has a global maximum at θ = 0, corresponding to forward scattering and
a local maximum at θ = pi, corresponding to back scattering. The scattering delay
in the forward direction is positive, corresponding to the naive classical expectation.
The scattering delay displays a rapid variation around θ ≈ 2 rad, i.e. at the same angle
at which the DCS displays a local minimum. A detailed analysis of these calculations
shows that the minimum in the DCS originates from a destructive interference of
partial waves, which also leads to a rapid variation of the scattering delay.
Whereas these calculations are representative of electron scattering in the gas
phase, and their quantitative accuracy has been verified [54], they may not be rep-
resentative of electron scattering in liquid water. Condensation is indeed known to
modify the electronic structure of molecules, particularly in the case of water be-
cause of strong hydrogen bonding. We have therefore studied the evolution of the
DCS with the size of the water cluster. The results are shown in Fig. 1.9.
The striking observation from these calculations is the rapid convergence of
the DCS with increasing cluster size. The DCS evolves from a double-maximum
structure with a relatively broad forward-scattering peak towards a quasi-Gaussian
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Fig. 1.8 Calculations of DCS and scattering delay for water monomer. These calculations were
done for an electron kinetic energy of 10 eV using the commercial R-matrix code Quantemol, in
which the calculation of the DCS is implemented. The calculation of the scattering delay from the
scattering factor provided by Quantemol was developed in house [54].
DCS without backscattering. The width of the quasi-Gaussian peak converges very
rapidly with cluster size.
The rapid convergence of the DCS with the size of water clusters suggests that
the highly accurate quantum-scattering calculations presented in this section can be
used to model the description of electron scattering in liquid water. In addition to
providing the crucial scattering factors required to model attosecond interferometry,
they additionally enable us to determine both elastic and inelastic mean-free path for
electron scattering in liquid water [56], as discussed in the following section.
1.2.2.4 Elastic and inelastic mean-free paths for electron scattering in liquid
water
Given the DCS for electron scattering at a certain kinetic energy, we are now in the
position to determine the elastic and inelastic mean-free paths (EMFP and IMFP)
[56]. For this purpose, we turn to two liquid-jet measurements of the photoionization
of water: A measurement of the effective attenuation length (EAL) [57] and a
measurement of the gas-phase and liquid-phase photoelectron angular distributions
(PAD) [58] for oxygen 1s photoionization of water molecules. The underlying ideas
of the experiments and of our simulations are depicted in Figure 1.10. For ionization
at a depth |z | below the surface the measured photoelectron signal at the kinetic
energy corresponding to direct photoionization behaves as
S(z) ∝ e−|z |/rEAL, (1.22)
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Fig. 1.9 Effect of condensation on the DCS of electron scattering. Calculated DCS for electron
scattering with water clusters of the indicated size using Quantemol. The equilibrium structures of
the most stable isomers of the water clusters of each size have been taken from [55]. All DCS have
been normalized at θ = 0 for comparison.
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Fig. 1.10 Left: Schematic depiction of the effective attenuation length (EAL) for ionization in a
liquid. The signal of photoelectrons with kinetic energy corresponding to direct ionization decreases
exponentially with the depth of the ionization site due to inelastic scattering. The EAL is the width
parameter of the exponential function. Right: Idea of the measurement of the photoelectron angular
distribution (PAD) of a liquid: Molecules are ionized with a beam and the photoelectron signal is
measured with a detector above the surface that has a relatively small detection angle (indicated as
“D”). Variation of the beam polarization axis yields the PAD of the liquid.
where rEAL is the EAL. The loss of signal with |z | is due to inelastic scattering, and
the EAL is also a lower bound for the IMFP. We can simulate the experiment with
our Monte Carlo trajectory code by using the field-free quantities and by simply
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measuring the number of electrons exiting the liquid depending on the assumed
ionization depth.
The PAD can, for achiral molecules, be described to a good approximation with
an energy-dependent asymmetry parameter β as
PAD(θ) ∝ 1 + βP2(cos θ), (1.23)
where θ is the polar angle and P2 is the Legendre polynomial of second order. β-
parameters were measured in [58] for the gas phase and for the liquid by rotating the
polarization direction of the ionizing beam relative to a detector. In particular, the
detector is not moved relative to the surface of the liquid jet, as indicated in Figure
1.10. We can simulate also this experiment with our Monte Carlo trajectory code
by rotating the PAD for ionization, which we take to be that of gas-phase water, as
oxygen 1s-electrons are considered and we do not expect the corresponding orbitals
to be influenced by solvation, except for a small shift of the binding energy. The
detected signal is obtained by counting the electrons which exit the surface under a
small polar angle.
The program code for these simulations, CLstunfti, is publicly available [59]. We
indeed find the analytical behaviors given by (1.22) and (1.23) numerically. We also
find the following dependencies of the EAL and the β-parameter βliq of liquid water
on the EMFP and on the average number of elastic scatterings 〈Nela〉 = IMFP/EMFP:
• For fixed EMFP, the EAL increases linearly with
√〈Nela〉. This is because the EAL
is essentially the root-mean-square translation distance of a random walk [60].
• For fixed 〈Nela〉, the EAL increases linearlywith the EMFP. This happens because,
for fixed 〈Nela〉, both the EMFP and the IMFP are scaled by the same amount and
hence essentially all trajectories are also just scaled accordingly.
• For fixed 〈Nela〉, βliq does not depend on the EMFP. This independence is also
a result of the discussed scaling, as only trajectories are scaled but angles are
invariant to changing both EMFP and IMFP by the same amount.
• For fixed EMFP, βliq decreases to zero with increasing 〈Nela〉, i.e., the PAD
becomes closer and closer to the isotropic PAD with each additional collision.
From these dependencies follows that a set of parameters (rEAL, βliq) corresponds to
a unique set of mean free paths (EMFP, IMFP). We use this fact to find the EMFP
and IMFP needed for our simulations. For sideband 14 we obtain an EMFP of 0.6 nm
and 〈Nela〉 ≈ 7, and for sideband 20 we obtain a slightly longer EMFP of 0.8 nm and
〈Nela〉 ≈ 6. The values for the EMFP and IMFP from 10 eV to 300 eV determined
with this approach can be found in [56].
1.2.2.5 Theoretical results for liquid water
In this section, we combine the results described in the preceding subsections to
a comprehensive model of APES in liquids. Starting from the discussion of the
one-dimensional model system introduced in section 1.2.2.2, we generalize these
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results to three dimensions and include the output from ab-initio quantum scattering
calculations on realistic models of liquid water. For this purpose, we need the elastic
and inelastic mean-free paths for electron transport in liquid water. These were
determined based on two independent experiments on liquid-water microjets that we
have inverted within our new formalism described in the previous section. The result
is a fully self-consistent description of liquid-phase attosecond spectroscopy that
incorporates the newly discovered non-local processes, as well as a state-of-the-art
description of time delays in photoionization and scattering.
+
A
B
C
Fig. 1.11 Contributions of photoionization and scattering to the measured delays. Schematic
representation of the potentials used in the TDSE calculations (top) modelling the photoionization
and scattering as attractive and repulsive potentials, respectively. The resulting delays (τtot) for the
case of a single collision (middle) oscillate between τPISB + τ
sca
SB and τ
PI
SB − τscaSB as a function of the
distance r (lines). In the case of an exponential path-length distribution with average r , a monotonic
decay is obtained (symbols). In the case of n elastic collisions, sampled according to an exponential
path-length distribution with average r , the delay decays from τPISB+nτ
sca
SB to τ
PI
SB (bottom). Adapted
from Ref. [22]
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As a first step towards interpreting the experimentally measured time delays, we
return to the one-dimensional model system discussed in section 1.2.2.2. The at-
tractive potential is now chosen to mimic the ionized water molecule whereas the
repulsive potential represents electron scattering with a neutral water molecule, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.11a. We additionally choose the photon energies to be those
used in the experiment, i.e. harmonic orders 13/15 and 19/21 of an 800-nm driving
field. Panel b shows the calculated delays as a function of the distance r between the
potentials representing photoionization and scattering. The full lines show the results
of calculations done with fixed distances, whereas the symbol correspond to calcu-
lations assuming an exponential distribution of path lengths. These results confirm
the conclusions of section 1.2.2.2. Specifically, the total delay decays monotonically
from τPIq + τscaq to τPIq with increasing mean-free path.
With the availability of the EMFP and IMFP for liquid water at the relevant
electron-kinetic energies from section 1.2.2.4, we can now address the role of scat-
tering delays in attosecond spectroscopy of liquid water within the one-dimensional
model. The ratio IMFP/EMFP defines the number of elastic collisions that take place
(on average) before one inelastic collision occurs. This ratio amounts to ∼7 in the
case of SB14 and ∼6 in the case of SB20. Panel c therefore shows the delays obtained
from one-dimensional simulations assuming these numbers of collisions, separated
by distributed path lengths, as a function of the average path length (or EMFP) r . Al-
though the variation of the calculated delay with r is no longer strictly monotonic, as
a consequence of the more rapid variations of the delay with r in the case of multiple
collisions (see Ref. [42] for details), the rapid convergence of both delays to τPIq is
still obvious. Most importantly, when using the EMFP values determined in section
1.2.2.4, we find that both delays have practically converged to τPIq . In other words,
the one-dimensional calculations already suggest that the contributions of electron
scattering during transport in liquid water are negligible under our experimental
conditions. Although these results were obtained with simple model potentials, they
already show that any possible contribution of scattering delays will be strongly
reduced by the nature of the non-local processes.
Before attempting an interpretation of the experimental results, we need to gen-
eralize this formalism to three dimensions and include a realistic description of
photoionization and scattering in liquid water. Since the fully quantum-mechanical
time-dependent description of electron transport in liquid water is computationally
intractable, we opted for a hybrid quantum-classical approach. The analysis of the
TDSE calculations in section 1.2.2.2 has shown that a quantum-mechanical descrip-
tion of photoionization and scattering within the Kroll-Watson formalism, combined
with a classical-trajectory representation of electron transport, produces results of
quantitative accuracy for electrons with kinetic energies Ek '10 eV. Independent
earlier work has shown that electron-transport simulations in liquid water based on a
classical-trajectory Monte-Carlo description also reach quantitative agreement with
a fully quantum simulation of electron transport, provided that the kinetic energy is
larger than ∼10 eV [61]. We therefore based our description of liquid-phase attosec-
ond spectroscopy on the same approach as section 1.2.2.2, i.e. a quantum-mechanical
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description of photoionization, scattering and their laser-assisted counterparts and a
classical-trajectory Monte-Carlo description of the electron transport steps.
This is done as follows:
• We assume a flat interface between the liquid and the vacuum at z = 0 (called
the “surface”), where z < 0 is inside the liquid. Many trajectories are initialized
at a randomly selected starting depth z0 < 0. Those trajectories, taken together,
represent the photoelectron wave packet originating from one ionization event,
thus each trajectory has a phase.
• Half of these trajectories are initialized in state n = q − 1 and the other half in
state n = q + 1, where a “state” corresponds to the kinetic energy n~ω − Eb.
• The generalization of formula (1.10) to three dimensions reads
Fq+nq = e
in( pi2 +ω∆t)Jn
(
kq · FIR0
ω2
)
f PIq+n, (1.24)
which describes the amplitude of changing from state q + n to state q. We know
the photoelectron angular distribution | f PIq+n(θ)|2 depending on the polar angle θ
from photoionization calculations described in Section 1.9 and we do not need
the phase arg f PIq+n(θ), because we are only interested in the non-local contribution
τnl to the total measured delay τ = τPI + τnl, cf. (1.2) 2
Equation (1.24) can be used to model the interaction of the electron with the
assisting IR field during photoionization. This is done by randomly selecting
trajectories to change to states q−2, q, or q+2, according to the |Fq−1
q−2 | (emission),
|Fq−1
q−1 | (no photon exchange), and |Fq−1q | (absorption) if the trajectory is initially
in state q − 1, and according to the amplitudes |Fq+1
q+2 | (absorption), |Fq+1q+1 | (no
photon exchange), and |Fq+1q | (emission) if the trajectory is initially in state q+1.3
If a state change happens, the corresponding trajectories obtain a phase as given
by (1.24) (without the unknown phase due to f PIq+n). We note that as the laser field
polarization is always assumed to be in z-direction, Fq+nq depends only on the
offset ∆t between ionizing XUV and assisting IR pulse, the ionization direction,
and the initial/final states.
• In the end, only trajectories reaching the surface in state q contribute to the side-
band of interest and hence are the only trajectories included in the determination
of τnl. The probability of ending up in state q is negligible if the trajectories end
up once in q ± 2, hence those trajectories are discarded.
2 We use two sets of angles: The “lab” frame with polar angle θ and azimuthal angle φ, where θ is
the angle relative to the z-axis define via the surface normal, and the relative frame with polar angle
ϑ and azimuthal angle (never explicitly used here), where ϑ is the angle relative to the direction
of motion of the electron/trajectory. For the simulations described here the polarization of the laser
pulses is assumed to be in z-direction, hence there is no difference between lab frame and relative
frame for ionization. This is different for scattering.
3 The probability to stay in the respective states is obtained from |Fq−1
q−1 | and |Fq+1q+1 |. For the
relevant parameters, absorption or emission of two IR photons is irrelevant.
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• We use mean-free paths rMFP based on the general definition
P(r) = 1
rMFP
e−r/rMFP (1.25)
to model random scattering in the medium. Each trajectory is attributed a ran-
domly chosen maximal path to travel according to an IMFP rIMFP. This IMFP
reflects (electronically) inelastic scattering such that the scattered electrons loose
enough energy not to be detected at the kinetic energy of the considered sideband.
If a trajectory reaches this maximum path length before reaching the surface, it is
discarded.4
• The trajectories are moved in the direction chosen randomly according to
| f PIq+n(θ)|2 and for a distance r chosen randomly according to (1.25) with EMFP
rEMFP. At this distance, elastic scattering is assumed to happen. A phase knr is
added to the phase of the trajectory, where kn is the momentum that the electron
has in its current state.
• The generalization of formula (1.11) for laser-assisted scattering to three dimen-
sions is
f q+nq = e
in( pi2 +ω∆t)Jn
(
(kq − kq−n) · FIR0
ω2
)
f ESq+n,q (1.26)
where f ESq+n,q(ϑ) is the field-free scattering amplitude depending on the polar angle
ϑ relative to the current direction of motion, kq−n is the momentum vector of the
incoming electron, and kq is the momentum vector of the outgoing electron. For
each elastic scattering, a probability to change states as well as new directions for
the motion of the electrons is chosen according to the amplitudes f q+nq . If a state
change happens, the corresponding phase is added to the phase of the trajectory.
• From | f q+nq |2 new directions for the outgoing electron trajectories are determined
and the process of elastic scattering is repeated.5
• Trajectories are stopped if they end in states q ± 2, if their path is longer than the
previously sampled corresponding maximum path, or if they reach the surface at
z = 0.
• Trajectories reaching the surface in state q which originate from the same starting
point, are added coherently. The contribution to the total second-order amplitude
originating from a given point is calculated by coherent summation over all
trajectories, which reach the detector with total acquired phases γj :
4 There is another way to implement the IMFP which is computationally more efficient if many
IMFPvalues should be tested:Nomaximumpath length is set but the contributions of the trajectories
reaching the surface in state q to the total signal are weighted as e−rtot/rMFP , where rtot is the total
path that the respective trajectory travelled until reaching the surface.
5 We note that f q+nq depends on three angles, for example on the polar angle of the incoming
electron trajectory θin and the polar and azimuthal angles θou, φou of the outgoing electron trajectory
in the lab frame, as well as on the offset ∆t and the initial and final state of the electron. If the
laser field polarization axis was not aligned with the z-axis of the lab frame (defined by the surface
normal), f q+nq would also depend on the azimuthal angle φin of the incoming electron trajectory.
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f wk (∆t) =
ndet
k∑
j
f tj,k =
ndet
k∑
j
eγj (∆t,z
ini
k
). (1.27)
• Simulations are run for a large number of initial positions zinij . As it is assumed
that electrons originating from different initial positions zinij in the liquid do not
interfere, these contributions are summed incoherently,6 so that the total signal
for a given value of the offset ∆t is
ρ(∆t) =
∑
k
ndet
k
ntot
| f wk (∆t)|2. (1.28)
Figure 1.12 illustrates the simulation procedure schematically. In the figure, two
ionization sites (at zini1 and z
ini
2 ) are depicted, from which three trajectories each are
started. Let us first concentrate on one trajectory, i.e., the one with amplitude f t3,1.
This trajectory starts in state q − 1, scatters once at a distance r01 without photon
exchange, scatters a second time at a distance r12 and absorbs a photon to change to
state q, and scatters one last time without photon exchange after a distance r23 before
it reaches the surface in state q and is thus counted to the signal. The amplitude for
the trajectory is thus
f t3,1 = F
q−1
q−1 e
ikq−1r01 f q−1
q−1 e
ikq−1r12 f q
q−1 e
ikqr23 f qq e
ikqr3s , (1.29)
where the field-dressed ionization amplitude Fq−1
q−1 and all field-dressed scattering
amplitudes depend on the directions along the path of the electron trajectory. The
final signal obtained from the six trajectories is obtained as given in the figure.
We note that the actual simulation uses millions to billions of trajectories for each
ionization site, hundreds to thousands of ionization sites for convergence of τnl,
and most of the trajectories do not end in state q as the transition probabilities are
relatively small.
Using the input parameters described in Sections 1.2.2.3-1.2.2.4, we can simulate
the contribution of the non-local delay to the total delay of APES for liquid water. We
find that the non-local delay is almost independent of the average number of elastic
collisions 〈Nela〉 ∈ [5, 14] and decays with an increasing EMFP ∈[0.1,1.3 ]nm. A
decrease of τnl with increasing EMFP is expected from the one-dimensional model,
as we see a decay of τnl with the mean free path, cf. 1.2.2.2. The independence of
τnl on 〈Nela〉 in the tested range is surprising but, as shown below, τnl is also rather
small. This independence may originate from a suppression of coherence by random
scattering, or from the dominance of relatively short trajectories originating from
close to the surface.
Figure 1.13 shows the dependence of the non-local delay (for EMFP=0.55 nm and
〈Nela〉 = 11) on the initial position of the trajectories below the surface. We can see
that τnl becomes larger with starting depth, but is only ca. 5 as for an initial depth of
6 There is, however, no significant change to the result if the summation is done coherently.
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Fig. 1.12 Three-dimensional model of attosecond interferometry in the condensed phase
Sketch of possible trajectories and how they are detected, i.e., how the intensity in the sideband q
is calculated as a function of the offset ∆t between XUV and IR pulse (the experimental control
parameter). On the left side, three trajectories are shown which originate from a depth zini1 , two of
which end up in state q ( f t1,1 and f
t
3,1; for the latter, also path lengths rjk and amplitudes of the
individual processes are given). The coherent sum of the corresponding amplitudes provides the
contribution from zini1 . On the right side, three trajectories originating from z
ini
2 , where only one
trajectory ends in state q ( f t3,2). Contributions for different z
ini
j are summed incoherently to obtain
the sideband intensity ρ(∆t).
0.5 nm. As the contribution to the total signal also decays exponentially with starting
depth, this graph already suggests that τnl is small compared to the experimentally
measured value of the delay. We find indeed that according to our simulations, the
contribution of τnl to the total delay is only about 2 as.
Thus, we conclude that the non-local delay is negligible in our attosecond ex-
periments on liquid water. Nevertheless, there are situations where the non-local
delay may play a role, for example if the EMFP is significantly shorter than in the
present case or if the considered medium has long-range order, such as e.g. a crystal.
For these cases, the non-local delays may become measurable, which would provide
additional information regarding the scattering delays and mean-free paths.
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Fig. 1.13 Dependence of the non-local delay τnl for liquid water on the initial position zini of
the ionized electron below the surface (z = 0), as determined for the classical Monte Carlo
trajectory model. This simulation was done for the parameters for sideband 14 (ca. 10 eV electron
kinetic energy) of an attosecond interferometry experiment. The right panel shows that τnl(zini)2
is approximately a linear function. The deeper the electron starts, the less trajectories reach the
surface, hence the accuracy of τnl decreases with |zini | if the number of trajectories is not increased.
1.2.3 Interpretation
We now return to the interpretation of the experimental results described in section
1.2.1. These measurements have yielded time delays between photoemission from
liquid and gaseous water of 69±20 as at 21.7 eV photon energy and 48±16 as at
31.0 eV photon energy. In addition, relative modulation contrasts of 0.17±0.03 and
0.45±0.06 have been determined at the mentioned photon energies. In section 1.2.2,
we have introduced the concepts relevant to interpret these experimental results and
quantitative methods to model such experiments. These calculations have shown that
attosecond spectroscopy of liquids is, in general, sensitive to photoionization delays,
scattering delays and mean-free paths. In the case of liquid water at the relatively low
photon energies studied so far, the contributions of electron scattering and transport
are predicted to be negligible. This leaves one main possible source for the measured
delays, i.e. the photoionization step.
To evaluate the possible contribution from the photoionization step to the mea-
sured delay, we follow the same strategy as in sections 1.2.2.3-1.2.2.4, i.e. we use
accurate quantum-scattering calculations on water clusters as a model for liquid wa-
ter. Our calculations are based on the formalism described in Ref. [24], which was
developed to interpret the first measurements of photoionization delays in isolated
molecules [9]. Whereas the experimental measurements can at present only access
relative time delays, e.g. between gaseous and liquid water, the calculations yield
absolute time delays. We will therefore discuss the absolute photoionization time
delays of water clusters and isolated water molecules. Finally, we will compare the
relative time delays to the experimental results.
There are several reasons why photoionization time delays of water molecules can
be expected to change under the effect of condensation. First, the valence electronic
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structure of water molecules changes with the addition of neighboring molecules.
This is a consequence of the relatively strong dipole moment of the water molecule,
which causes the formation of strong hydrogen bonds between water molecules. The
consequence is a significant change in the electronic structure, which becomes visible
in the hybridization of the molecular valence orbitals. In addition to the local change
of the electronic wave function, condensation also causes a partial delocalization of
the one-electron wavefunctions (orbitals) over more than onemolecule. These effects
concern the initial bound electronic wave function. They will all have an influence
on the photoionization delay. Second, the final continuum wave function is also
affected by condensation, probably even more than the initial state. The continuum
wavefunction for bulk liquid water is very complex. It consists of a complicated
conduction-band part inside the liquid bulk and a simpler part in the vacuum region
outside the liquid. However, all that is needed to accurately describe photoionization
is the continuum wave function over the spatial region where the initial-state wave
function has a significant amplitude. Therefore, our calculations on water clusters
can be expected to converge to the results for liquid water when the water clusters
become sufficiently large as to describe the relevant spatial extension of the initial-
state wave function. Both effects discussed in this paragraph are naturally included
in our quantum-scattering calculations.
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Fig. 1.14 Effect of solvation and hydrogen bonding on photoionization delays. Calculated
photoionization delays for H2O, (H2O)5 and (H2O)11, representing water molecules with zero, one
complete or one complete and one partial solvation shells, respectively. The bottom row indicates
delays obtained by stretching (blue arrow) or bending (green arrow) one hydrogen bond in the
clusters. Adapted from Ref. [22]
Figure 1.14 shows the calculated photoionization delays of water clusters of in-
creasing size at the two photon energies relevant for this work. These calculations
were done with ePolyScat [62,63] using the methods described in Ref. [24]. The first
two lines of the table show the photoionization delays of isolated water molecules,
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a water molecule with a complete first solvation shell (pentamer) and with a partial
second solvation shell in which all dangling hydrogen bonds of the first shell have
been coordinated (undecamer). Interestingly, the photoionization delays systemat-
ically increase with increasing size of the water cluster. Whereas the calculations
at the lower photon energy show evidence of convergence with cluster size, the
convergence is less obvious at the higher photon energy. Since converged quantum-
scattering calculations on (H2O)11 reach the limit of current computational methods
(∼180 CPU days for one calculation), these calculations could not yet be extended to
larger water clusters. However, the relative photoionization delays between the water
clusters and the water monomer are in rewarding agreement with the experimental
results. Whereas the calculated relative delay of 61 as at 21.7 eV agrees with the
experiment within the error bar, the relative delay of 30 as at 31.0 eV is close to the
error interval of the experiment.
In addition to reaching near-quantitative agreement with the experiment, the re-
sults in the two bottom lines of Fig. 1.14 shed light on the other experimental
observable introduced in this work: the modulation contrast in attosecond interfer-
ometry. Whereas the calculations shown in the upper two lines assumed a tetrahedral
coordination geometry of each water molecule with O-O distances fixed to 2.8 Å,
the local solvation environment is known to be partially distorted in liquid water
and subject to fluctuations on picosecond time scales. To simulate the effect of the
structural distortions of the hydrogen bonds, we have stretched or bent one of the
hydrogen bonds by 0.7 Å or 50◦, respectively, following the distortions used in
Ref. [64]. In the case of the pentamer, we have moved one of the water molecules,
and in the case of the undecamer, we have moved a group of 3 water molecules
while keeping its internal geometry unchanged. The effects of these local distortions
of the hydrogen-bond structure is remarkable. The delays calculated at 21.7 eV dis-
play a pronounced sensitivity to the structure with variations reaching -16 as in the
pentamer and +47 as in the undecamer. The corresponding changes at 31.0 eV are
much smaller and do not exceed ±7 as. These different sensitivities of the delays
to the local solvation structure are consistent with the very different modulation
contrasts observed at the two energies, i.e. 0.17±0.03 and 0.45±0.06, respectively.
This provides an important first indication that the origin of the observed modulation
depths might be the distribution of local solvation structures in liquid water. It does
not exclude, of course, that other contributions, such as electron decoherence during
transport through the liquid phase, also contribute to the finite modulation depths.
These results complete the consistent picture that we have built up along this
book chapter. Whereas our calculations predicted that the contributions of electron
scattering and transport were small, such that only the photoionization delays would
play a role, the independent calculations of these photoionization delays on water
clusters have confirmed this prediction, reaching a near-quantitative agreement with
the experimental delays. The remarkable sensitivity of the delays to the local sol-
vation structure offers interesting perspectives for extending such measurements to
other photon energies, other liquids and solvated species. The investigation of local
solvation structures around different types of solutes, e.g. anions vs. cations, are
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particularly promising, as well as the investigation of other attosecond time-scale
processes in the liquid phase.
1.3 High-harmonic spectroscopy of liquids
High-harmonic generation (HHG) in gases has been extensively studied over the last
three decades. Apart from its quintessential significance as a coherent light source,
it has also been developed into a unique spectroscopic technique. High-harmonic
spectra indeed contain a wealth of information about the structure and dynamics of
themedium fromwhich they are emitted. In the gas phase, HHG can be understood as
a process that involves strong-field ionization, electron propagation in the continuum
and photorecombination. As a consequence, high-harmonic spectra indeed contain
information about the electronic structure of the medium which is encoded in the
orientation-dependence of the strong-field-ionization and photorecombination dipole
matrix elements. They also contain dynamical information as a consequence of
the unique mapping from the transit time of the electron in the continuum to the
emitted photon energy, when the contributions of the ”short” electron trajectories
are recorded. The applications of high-harmonic spectroscopy (HHS) have led to
many important results, such as the tomography of molecular orbitals [65], the
observation of structural and electronic dynamics on attosecond time scales [6, 66],
the identification of two-center interference minima [67, 68], the observation of
Cooper minima [69], the determination of ionization and recombination times in
HHG [70] and the measurement and laser control of attosecond charge migration
[71]. The field of HHS has recently been reviewed in Ref. [72].
High-harmonic generation in solids is a much younger and highly dynamic re-
search field. Although harmonic generation up to the 7th order of a MIR driver
in ZnSe has already been observed in 2001 [73], the rapid development of HHS
of solids has started with the observation of high-order harmonic generation in
bulk solids in 2011 [74], the analysis of inter- and intraband contributions to
HHG [14, 75, 76] and the observation of extreme-ultraviolet HHG from solids [13].
HHS of solids has developed very rapidly, including impressive developments with
terahertz drivers [77,78], observations of crystal-structure effects [79], the measure-
ment of the Berry curvature of solids [80] and the prediction of the possibility to
observe phase transitions in solids [81]. The field of solid-state HHS has recently
been reviewed in Ref. [82].
In remarkable contrast to these developments, high-harmonic generation from
liquids has barely been developed so far. Although relatively low-order harmonic
generation from liquids in the visible domain has been observed in 2009 [28], it took
until 2018 beforeHHG frombulk liquidswas reported [23]. This situation is certainly
to some extent the consequence of the technological challenges associated with HHG
from liquids. Early efforts to observe liquid-phase HHG indeed date back to 2003,
when HHG from liquid-water droplets was attempted [25]. Instead of observing the
expected coherent HHG emission, the authors only observed incoherent emission
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from a plasma formed by multiple ionization of water molecules. Coherent XUV
emission was only observed following the action of a pump pulse preceding the HHG
pulse that caused a hydrodynamic expansion of the droplets [25]. These results
were confirmed in later experiments and combined with a model of the droplet
expansion [26, 27], which led to the conclusion that HHG was not observed at the
density of liquid water but only appeared at densities that were significantly lower.
The results reported in Ref. [23] contrast with this interpretation by showing that
coherent HHG does occur at the density of liquid water. Finally, high-harmonic
emission from a plasma created through the interaction of a laser with a liquid
microjet has been observed in Ref. [29]. These results were obtained in the so-
called coherent-wake-emission regime, which is reached for extremely-high laser
intensities (I >1018W/cm2). In this regime, HHG takes place from laser-induced
plasma dynamics, which are insensitive to the properties of the target used to create
the plasma. In this section, we discuss the methods, results and interpretations of
HHG from bulk liquids, which form the basis of liquid-phase HHS, and introduce
a new type of targets for strong-field science and the development of new high-
harmonic light sources.
1.3.1 Experimental methods
The first successful observation of extreme-ultraviolet HHG from bulk liquids was
realized with the experimental setup illustrated in Fig. 1.15 [23]. The key enabling
technology for this experiment was the flatjet technique [83,84]. The flatjet is created
by colliding two cylindrical microjets under an impact angle of 48◦. In the present
experiment, cylindrical jets with a diameter of 50 µmwere used, resulting in a flatjet
with a thickness of∼1-2 µm.Since the thickness of the flatjet scales quadraticallywith
the diameter of the colliding jets under reasonable assumptions [83], the thickness
can easily be reduced, which however comes at the cost of a smaller cross section of
the flatjet. High-harmonic generation is realized by focusing a short-wave infrared
(SWIR) femtosecond pulse centered at 1.5 µm onto the flatjet in normal incidence,
as shown in Fig. 1.15a. The high-harmonic emission is detected by a flat-field
spectrometer consisting of an entrance slit, a concave variable-line-spacing grating
and a microchannel-plate detector backed with a phosphor screen and a charge-
coupled device camera. A photograph of the flatjet under operating HHG conditions
is shown in Fig. 1.15b. The green light originates from scattering of the third-
harmonic radiation. Figure 1.15c shows the simultaneously observed high-harmonic
spectra emitted from bulk liquid ethanol and the surrounding gas-phase ethanol.
The two spectra were independently normalized to their maximal intensity. The
comparison of the two spectra immediately reveals several characteristic differences,
i.e. the liquid-phase harmonics have i) amuch lower cut-off, ii) a larger divergence and
iii) a rapidly decreasing intensity distribution compared to the gas-phase harmonics.
The most important aspect of liquid-phase HHG is the separation of the signals
from the liquid and gas phases. The operation of a liquid jet in vacuum necessarily
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Fig. 1.15 Observation of HHG from liquids. a) schematic representation of the experimental
setup without the vacuum chambers, b) photograph of the flatjet under operating conditions,
c) simultaneously recorded high-harmonic spectra of liquid and gaseous ethanol. Adapted from
Ref. [23].
entails the presence of a surrounding gas phase created by evaporation from the liquid
jet. The challenge of separating HHG from the gas and liquid phases is elegantly
solved by the natural shape of the flatjet, as illustrated in Fig. 1.16. Since the thickness
of the flatjet decreases from top to bottom across the first sheet, the interfaces are
not parallel to each other but form a small angle with respect to each other. This
leads to two consecutive refractions of the fundamental driving field upon entrance
and exit of the liquid phase. The XUV radiation generated within the liquid jet is
not (significantly) refracted when it exits the liquid because the index of refraction
change is negligible in the XUV. This leads to a natural separation of liquid- and
gas-phase HHG on the detector. The observed gas-phase HHG originates entirely
from the gas phase located behind the flatjet because the high-harmonic radiation
created in front of the jet is completely absorbed, given the typical absorption lengths
of ∼10 nm at 20 eV [85]. This natural separation of HHG has several immediate
benefits, which include the possibility to perform HHS experiments on the gas and
liquid phases simultaneously and the separation of generated high harmonics from the
driving fields, which could become relevant for high-average-power attosecond [86]
or XUV-frequency-comb [87] experiments.
One of the most fundamental characteristics of HHG is the scaling of its cut-off
energy with the intensity of the driving field. In gases, the cut-off scales quadratically
with the peak electric field of the driver. This can intuitively be understood as the
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the high-harmonic spectra simultaneously emitted from the liquid and gas phases is shown on the
right. Adapted from Ref. [23].
signature of themaximal kinetic energy that the continuum electron can acquire from
the driving field. The experimental results obtained on liquid-phase HHG are shown
in Fig. 1.17. They reveal a quasi-linear scaling (Hcut−off ∝ E1.2) of the cut-off photon
energy with the peak electric field of the driver. This result points at a fundamentally
different mechanism of HHG in liquids compared to gases. The obtained result is
similar to observations made in solids, where a quasi-linear scaling of the cut-off
energy was also observed [74]. This cut-off scaling is common to both types of
mechanisms discussed for solids, i.e. intra-band currents (Bloch oscillations) and
interband polarization (generalized recollision) [13, 14, 76].
We next turn to the scaling of the high-harmonic yield with the driving-field
intensity. Figure 1.17 shows the dependence of the yield of H13 and H21, generated
from a 1.5 µm driver in liquid ethanol on the peak electric-field strength. An electric
field strength of 1 V/Å corresponds to a peak intensity of 2.65×1013 W/cm2. The
dashed lines of the same color indicate the corresponding perturbative scaling laws.
All observed harmonic orders thus follow non-perturbative scaling laws with a
deviation from the perturbative scaling that strongly increases with harmonic order.
These results demonstrate the strongly non-perturbative character of the observed
HHG from liquids.
Figure 1.18 compares the ellipticity dependence of the HHG yield from liquid-
and gas-phase ethanol. The ellipticity dependence in general contains important in-
formation about the properties of the medium and the strong-field-driven electron
dynamics. We find that the ellipticity dependence of all harmonic orders emitted
from liquid ethanol is clearly broadened compared to the gas-phase emission. In the
gas phase, the ellipticity dependence narrows down with increasing harmonic order,
which is a signature of the laser-driven electron dynamics in the continuum: the
longer the trajectory of the electron is, the more its trajectory is influenced by the
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harmonic order (a) and the yield of selected harmonic orders (b) with the peak electric field of the
driver (∼30 fs, centered at 1.5 µm) in liquid ethanol. Adapted from Ref. [23].
laser field, which results in a larger sensitivity to ellipticity. The same observation
applies to the liquid-phase ellipticity dependence, which also narrows down with
increasing harmonic order. This observation suggests that a trajectory-based under-
standing of high-harmonic generation in liquids might be adequate. Figure 1.18c
compares the ellipticity dependence of H13 from water and several alcohols to that
of gas-phase ethanol. The ellipticity dependencies of all liquids are very similar and
considerably broader than those of the gas phase. The broadening of the ellipticity
dependence in the liquid phase can have several origins, which include i) differences
in the continuum-electron propagation, ii) electron scattering in liquids, iii) a differ-
ent spatial extension of the electron-hole wavefunctions. Explanation i) is insufficient
to rationalize the large observed effects because the differences in the ionization en-
ergies between the isolated and condensed molecules are on the order of 1 eV and
the electron mass is not noticeably reduced for electron propagation in the liquids.
Explanation ii) is more difficult to quantify because electron elastic mean-free paths
are not available for alcohols and only recently became available in liquid water
(see section 1.2.2.4 and Ref. [56]). In Ref. [23], we have used the mean-free paths
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determined for amorphous ice [88], for a lack or reliable data on liquid water. On
this basis, we have assumed that electron scattering was negligible because the total
propagation length of the electron trajectory emitting the cut-off harmonic (20 eV
photon energy, emitted by a 1.5 µm driver with a peak electric field of 1.5 V/Å)
amounts to ∼3 nm, which is shorter than the mean-free paths including all types of
collisions (∼4 nm) at the corresponding kinetic energy. However, using the elastic
mean-free path determined in our recent work (see Section 1.2.2.4), which amounts
to ∼0.6 nm, we now conclude that elastic scattering could contribute, at least to some
extent, to the observed broadening of the ellipticity dependence. An important reason
for our EMFP being much longer is that it is based on a physical DCS, which was
lacking in the analysis of the amorphous-ice data [88]. The possible contributions of
elastic scattering to the ellipticity dependence will be studied in the future using a
trajectory-based model of liquid-phase HHG that we sketch in Section 1.3.2. Finally,
effect iii) definitely contributes to, and probably dominates, the observed broadening
of the ellipticity dependence. In the gas phase, the continuum electron wave packet
has to return to the parent molecule for high-harmonic emission to take place. This
causes the width of the ellipticity dependence to reflect the spatial extension of the
ionized orbital(s). It is known from many calculations (see e.g. Refs. [89]) that the
outermost valence orbitals of liquid water (and alcohols) are delocalized over several
molecules. The delocalization over the first solvation shell is strong, but further delo-
calization is rather weak as a consequence of disorder in liquids. This delocalization
is illustrated in Fig. 1.18a, which shows the highest-occupied molecular orbital of
a water pentamer, characteristic of a water molecule with one complete solvation
shell. This significant delocalization of the electron hole leads to a broadening of the
ellipticity dependence, which will contribute significantly to the observed effects.
A quantitative verification of the relative importance of the discussed effects will
become possible in the near future by adapting the methodological developments
described in Section 1.2.2 to liquid-phase HHG, as briefly discussed below (Section
1.3.2).
1.3.2 Concepts and theoretical methods
The theoretical description of HHG in liquids meets with several challenges. First,
liquids have a density comparable to solids, such that the typical extensions of
continuum-electron trajectories known from gas-phase HHG would correspond to
the electron wave packet encountering several neighboring molecules on its trajec-
tory. Consequently, the methods developed to understand HHG in solids might be
the better starting point. However, and this is the second challenge, liquids are intrin-
sically disordered, which prevents the rigorous application of a momentum-space
description of HHG, which has enabled rapid progress in the understanding of HHG
in solids. Nevertheless, the absence of long-range order does not completely exclude
the application of momentum-space methods because liquids possess short-range
order. As long as the spatial extension of the continuum-electron trajectory is com-
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parable to the length scale of this short-range order, the latter can be expected to play
a role in HHG.
Based on these considerations,we have chosen the semiconductorBloch equations
(SBE) as a starting point for modelling liquid-phase HHG. The electronic structures
of liquids are indeed commonly understood as those of large-bandgap semiconduc-
tors [90]. The presence of local order, which is enhanced by the existence of strong
hydrogen bonds, additionally justifies the use of an effective band structure [89].
The advantage of the SBE is that they naturally include both interband and intraband
contributions to HHG, such that additional assumptions regarding the mechanisms at
play are not needed [76]. The solution of the SBEwith a realistic band structure, such
as that derived from a calculation of a slab of e.g. 128 molecules however quickly
reaches the limit of computational feasibility, in addition to the limits imposed by
the accuracy of density-functional-theory calculations.
Wehave therefore chosen, as a zero-order approximation, an approach that circum-
vents all of these challenges. We have used the density of occupied and unoccupied
states, measured by state-of-the-art X-ray spectroscopies, to derive a highly simpli-
fied model band structure that reflects the known densities of states, arising from
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the three occupied outer-most valence bands and the two lowest-lying unoccupied
conduction bands. The main goals of this approach were to identify i) the sensitivity
of the calculated HHG spectra to the electronic structure of the liquids, i.e. the band
gap and the width of the bands, ii) the number of contributing bands, and iii) the
capability of such a simple model to explain the characteristic differences in the
HHG spectra of liquid water as compared to the alcohols.
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Figure 1.19a shows the densities of states (DOS) of liquid water and ethanol
as measured by X-ray spectroscopy [91–94]. In the case of water, these consist of
three outer-valence bands, which are labelled according to the symmetries of the
orbitals of the isolated water molecule (1b1, 3a1 and 1b2). The unoccupied states
consist of two conduction bands, that are labeled according to the symmetries of
the unoccupied orbitals of the isolated water molecule (4a1 and 2b2). The DOS of
ethanol is comparable to that of water, with an important difference being the absence
of a local maximum at the position of the 4a1 band of liquid water. Based on these
DOS and the results of detailed ”band-structure” calculations [89], we have derived
the highly simplified model band structure shown in Fig. 1.19b. The difference in
the DOS of liquid water and ethanol is accounted for by choosing a larger width for
the lowest conduction band of liquid ethanol compared to liquid water.
The solution of the SBE using these model band structures yields high-harmonic
spectra that are in very good agreement with the observed spectra (full and dashed
lines, respectively, in Fig. 1.19). Most importantly, these calculations fully reproduce
the main characteristics of the high-harmonic spectra, i.e. the monotonic decrease in
the spectrum of ethanol and the plateau observed at the lowest three harmonic orders
in liquid water, followed by a cut-off. We have verified that the calculated spectra
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do not change significantly when the two lower-lying valence bands and the highest-
lying conduction band are removed from the calculation. Therefore the calculated
high-harmonic spectra are mainly sensitive to the properties of the highest-lying
valence and the lowest-lying conduction band.
Within our model, the characteristic differences between the HHG spectra of
water and ethanol therefore exclusively originate from the different widths of the
conduction bands, for which a cosinusoidal shape was assumed. The larger width in
the case of ethanol causes the monotonic decay of the HHG spectrum, whereas the
narrower width in the case of water causes the appearance of the plateau and cutoff.
An additional characteristic of the HHG spectrum of liquid water is the appearance
of a local minimum at H13 (10.7 eV). This local minimum is also reproduced in the
SBE calculations. As we showed in Fig. 7 of Ref. [23], the position of this minimum
shifts in energy according to the size of the bandgap.
The comparison between our measurements and calculations therefore shows
that high-harmonic spectroscopy of liquids is sensitive to the electronic structure of
liquids, particularly to the properties of the conduction band, as well as the bandgap.
In the future, themethods for describing liquid-phaseHHGcan be improved in dif-
ferent ways. The most accurate computationally tractable approach would probably
consist in running real-time, real-space time-dependent density-functional-theory
(TDDFT) calculations on slabs of liquids sampled from molecular-dynamics calcu-
lations. This approach has the advantage of requiring minimal assumptions beyond
those inherent to the TDDFT approach. It has the disadvantage that the physical
insight into the mechanisms at play remains limited. Therefore, it might be desirable
to develop complementary approaches, which offer additional insights. One such
approach would consist in Monte-Carlo trajectory calculations of the strong-field
driven electron dynamics. These calculations could rely on the principles described
in Section 1.2.2 and thereby incorporate electron scattering and laser-assisted elec-
tron scattering. The additionally required strong-field-ionization and photorecombi-
nation matrix elements could be obtained by extending the methods established for
isolated molecules to the condensed phase by using the cluster approach described
in Section 1.2.2. This method would offer additional insights into liquid-phase HHG
because the role of electron scattering, orbital delocalization and many other effects
could be disentangled. The challenge for this approach will be to achieve a sufficient
accuracy to reach agreement with the experimental data.
The results presented in this section set the foundations for the development of
liquid-phase high-harmonic spectroscopy. In the future, the detailed mechanism of
liquid-phase HHGwill be studied with attosecond temporal resolution by using both
in-situmethods such as two-color HHG [14,70] and attosecond transient absorption
[95] based on water-window high-harmonic sources [96] or ex-situmethods, such as
attosecond photoelectron spectroscopy [97]. Of particular interest are the capabilities
of HHS to resolve attosecond electron dynamics in the liquid phase, such as electron-
liquid scattering dynamics and the spatial characteristics of electron-hole dynamics
in liquids. Targets of primary interest will be water itself, but also aqueous solutions,
which offer the possibility to study solvated species in their natural environment,
and other liquids.
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1.4 Conclusions and Outlook
In this chapter, we have described two novel experimental approaches that enable at-
tosecond time-resolved experiments to be performed on liquid samples. The crucial
innovations have been the development of attosecond photoelectron spectroscopy
with cylindrical liquid microjets and the demonstration of high-harmonic spec-
troscopy with flat microjets.
In the first case, a general novel approach to analyze and interpret overlapping
attosecond photoelectron spectra has been developed. This technique generalizes
attosecond photoelectron spectroscopy not only to the liquid phase, but actually to
any complex sample. On the conceptual side, a general theoretical framework for
condensed-phase attosecond photoelectron spectroscopy has been developed that
includes, for the first time, the treatment of photoionization and scattering delays,
as well as a coherent treatment of all processes involved. This framework has been
validated first by benchmarking against the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
and finally by reaching quantitative agreement with attosecond time delays of liquid
water.
In the second case, a general approach to high-harmonic spectroscopy in liquids
has been established. This result represents a change of paradigms in a field where
XUV high-harmonic generation from liquids was previously assumed to be impos-
sible. Our novel experimental approach has enabled the first observation of XUV
HHG from liquids, the unequivocal separation and simultaneous measurement of
liquid- and gas-phase HHG and their detailed comparison. We have found a linear
scaling of the high-harmonic cut-off energy with the peak electric field of the driver
and a highly non-perturbative scaling of the HHG yield. We have found a systemat-
ically and substantially broadened dependence of the HHG yields on the ellipticity
of the driving field, compared to the gas phase. Finally, based on the solution of the
semiconductor Bloch equations of a strongly-driven model band system, we have
found a pronounced sensitivity of the HHG spectra on the electronic structure of
liquids, particularly the properties of the conduction band and the band gap.
These developments establish two major avenues for developing attosecond time-
resolved spectroscopy of liquids and solutions. They open a myriad of future possi-
bilities to explore the role of electronic dynamics in solvated atoms, ions, molecules
and nanoparticles in their natural environment. Of particular interest for such work
are the prototypical processes of charge and energy transfer. We will briefly discuss
two examples of such processes. Intermolecular Coulombic decay [17] in liquid
water is the prototype for energy transfer in the liquid phase and a source of slow
electrons in liquid water. ICD occurs when the inner-valence (2a1) or the core (1a1)
orbitals of water (clusters or liquid) are ionized. So far, ICD has only been observed
in water dimer [98] and water clusters [99, 100], but not in bulk liquid water. Time-
resolved experiments on ICD in water are equally missing. Recent theoretical work
predicts a time scale of 12-52 fs for ICD in small water clusters [100]. However, a
different type of calculations predicts ICD lifetimes of 3.6-4.6 fs for isoelectronic
(HF)3 clusters [101], suggesting that the ICD lifetimes in water (clusters) could also
be much shorter. Electron-transfer-mediated decay [18] is a prototype of ultrafast
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charge transfer reactions in liquids. ETMD occurs when the inner-valence or core
hole created by ionization is filled by an electron from a neighboring particle. The
energy made available in this process then serves to eject a second electron from the
particle that provided the first electron to fill the hole (ETMD(2)) or a third particle
(ETMD(3)). ETMD has only recently been observed in the liquid phase [102]. Its
time scale is presently unknown.
These two examples illustrate the possible future of liquid-phase attosecond sci-
ence. They represent two relatively simple and very fundamental mechanisms of
electronic dynamics in liquids. They are representative of a broad variety of elec-
tronic processes that play a role in most chemical reactions and biological transfor-
mations. Looking forward, the methods described in this chapter will provide access
to the study of many important, but poorly understood electronic processes in the
liquid phase.
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